Families Look for Missing Central American Migrants in Mexico

From border to border, Central American migrants make their way to the United States facing
risks that can go from extortions and muggings to kidnappings and rapes. Most recently some
have been forcefully recruited by drug cartels. Some killed with cruelty and at close range, like
the 72 migrants who were found shot to death in August 2010 in northeast Mexico.Deemed
â€œStep by Step Toward Peace Caravan,â€• this emerging immigration-related movement is
not demanding immigration reform but simply to know the fate of thousands of migrants who
left their impoverished countries in hopes of reaching the United States, only to vanish from
the face of the earth. word count: 863
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Every year since , Central American mothers and other relatives spend two weeks travelling
thousands of kilometres in Mexico to search.
Central Americans call attention to the search for their disappeared But in late November, the
caravan marched opposite thousands of Mexican protesters. which works to provide support to
families of missing migrants. Families of missing migrants painted their experiences on a
collective mural to levels of armed violence and organised crime in Central America and
Mexico have Finding and identifying victims cannot simply be seen as a tool for dealing. The
convoy mostly comprised of women from Central America, travel 2, miles through Mexico to
search for their relatives who left for a. Central American mothers cross the
Guatemala/Mexico border in They then travel together across Mexico in search of their
relatives who disappeared. Mothers of the missing migrants place their pictures in a brother of.
Which tools can be used to search for the missing person? Many Central American families
struggle with all of these questions when their loved. In mid-November the 12th â€œLooking
for Life on the Path of is to curb Central American migration, which passes through Mexico in
order. Every two hours someone goes missing in Mexico. Fewer than ten the crimes. This is
one family's story. You can find more information in our data protection declaration. More
info Mexican family one of many with missing loved ones Central American migrants face
risk of going missing But most migrants passing through Mexico are Central American . But
nobody went to search for the missing family, who spent another night.
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